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ABSTRACT 

 

Many uses meet a[n phenomenon in marriage, one of them is divorce. Till now case divorce of 

husband/wife spouse have reached number worrying of. Though the target of early than marriage 

to form family which was sakinah, warohmah mawadah, therefore can be conceived what a 

many families around this us experience of an occurence which in fact is not which they envision 

in constructing secure and prosperous and happy household. 

Begining at the phenomenon hence, needing the existence of an effort for minimize of divorce. 

So that all is wanted by forms can hence performed a research concerning factors cause of 

divorce at period of year 2004-2007 in Justice of Religion of Nganjuk as a mean to descript 

factor cause of divorce of society of Nganjuk period 2004-2007 in Justice of Religion of 

Nganjuk and also to look for solution for minimize of divorce number in Nganjuk. 

Divorce is breaking him relation between suami-istri which because of some factors for example 

there’s no responsibility, not harmonious of relation between couple, perselingkuhan etcetera. 

This research is conducted in Justice of Religion of Nganjuk with natural couple subjek of 

divorce. Research method which isn't it is descriptive research method of analsis with approach 

qualitative. 

From obtained research result can be concluded that factor cause of divorce in Justice of 

Religion of Nganjuk is there caused by no responsibility, husband cannot give maintenace to his 

wife, no harmonious because of continuous quarel that goes on by various reason, third party 

trouble caused by both parties have other craving woman and man, economics because of 

earnings difference between wife with husband and jealous because of the attending of third 

party in domesticity both of couple. Besides can know that side of wife is side which at most 

conducting procedure of diforces to his husband, this matter because of character of woman 

which always fail from men.  

 


